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TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS, ALLIANCE
SPILLOVERS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN A

DISAGGREGATED ARMS RACE MODEL

CARLOS SEIGLIE*

Department of Economics, Rutgers University, Newark, NJ 07102, USA

(Received 6 February, 1992; in final form 18 May, 1992)

The paper develops a model of the intertemporal allocation of consumption where the role of national
security is in protecting the wealth of a country from an attack by an adversary. The model disaggregates
weapon systems into those which reduce the likelihood of an attack and those which reduce the damage
from an attack. Examples of the former type of weapons include bombers and ICBM's and of the latter,
anti-tactical missiles like the Patriot or an antiballistic missile system such as SDI. It is shown that
technological innovation in offensive weapon systems lead to increases in the deployment of these systems
but to decreases in the deployment of defensive systems. Whereas the effects of technological innovations
in damage-limiting or defensive systems are ambiguous. Alliance behaviour is analyzed within this
framework and it is shown that free riding is reduced or eliminated by the introduction of multiple weapon
systems.

KEY WORDS: Innovations in weapon technology, alliance behavior, arms rivalry, defence economics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most defence expenditure models grounded in rational behavior, citizens of
countries are assumed to possess some preference ordering over the level of national
security with greater levels preferred to lower levels (e.g., Brito, 1972; Sandier and
Forbes, 1980; Olson and Zeckhauser, 1966; Seiglie, 1988, 1992). In order to explain
a country's decision not to have a military force we must resort to assuming that
the preferences of the "representative" individual, oligarchy, or median voter is such
that a corner solution to an optimization problem results, with the country deciding
to consume all of its output in the form of non-military goods. It would seem more
natural to view national security as a derived demand, instead of it being an explicit
argument in the representative agent's utility function.

For example, for citizens of representative democracies certain freedoms such as
that of speech and association may reduce the transaction and information costs of
undertaking many market transactions. Elimination of some of these freedoms by a
conquering nation would serve to raise these costs, thereby resulting in a loss of real
income. This is in addition to the costs imposed by a conqueror when he confiscates
a portion of the loser's resources. Both of these costs will be rising in the amount
of resources (wealth) in the country. If so, the derived demand for national security
will also be increasing in wealth.

In order to incorporate these considerations, the assumption underlying the model
developed in this paper is that individuals do not have preferences ordered over

* I am grateful for comments and suggestions made by three anonymous referees.
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2 C. SEIGLIE

national security but instead over consumption in different time periods and states
of nature, an approach similar to that used by Brito and Intriligator (1985). Given
the failure of the international community to provide "insurance" against agression
by members of the community, individuals through their political representatives
"self-protect" by acquiring weapons and pool risk and reduce the cost of insuring
against attack by forming alliances. Although we will not develop the latter aspect,
the approach emphasized in this paper provides a way of making military alliances
endogenous by viewing them as risk pooling institutions at the supranational level.

We proceed by first presenting a model where a country is assumed to invest in
two types of weapon systems and their choices are immediately revealed to their
opponent. The first system provides a country with a military capability which reduces
the likelihood of an attack by an adversary (e.g., ICBM). In other words, its primary
function is deterrence. The second weapon system provides the same capability to a
lesser extent, but in addition it provides for a defensive capability which reduces the
damage from an attack by an adversary (damage-limiting protection).1 We emphasize
this distinction between weapon systems realizing that many weapons embody both
characteristics in order to highlight important aspects of their interaction, although
a generalization of the model is straightforward. After developing the basic structure,
some comparative static results are derived. Since there is assumed to be a functional
distinction between weapon systems, we must distinguish between technological
progress occurring in each of these. In fact, it is shown that technical change is likely
to affect the arms acquisition process in opposite directions, one leading to an
escalation and the other to a de-escalation of the arms race.

The model presented has some important implications for current policy debate
on whether to develop and deploy an antiballistic missile system, for example,
President Reagan's SDI, Present Bush's proposed GPALS (global protection against
limited strikes) or ATM (anti-tactical missiles such as the Patriot missile). It is shown
that the theoretical analogue to such systems may lead to an escalation of the arms
race, whereas an alternative offensive system such as the Midgetman or the MX
system leads to the dismantling of defensive systems. Whether such systems lead to
an increase in the probability of war depends upon how we specify the payoffs from
going to war are affected by the arms acquisition process, a topic which is beyond
the scope of this paper.

The second section of the paper outlines a dynamic game for the previously
discussed model under simplified assumptions regarding the capabilities of the two
types of weapon systems. Whereas in the first model, one of the weapon systems
both reduces the amount of damage to the capital stock and also protects the offensive
weapons of a country against an attack by an opponent, the second allows only for
the former function to exist. Since timing considerations are somewhat arbitrary in
this dynamic game, comparative static results are only outlined for this more
complicated model.

II. THE MODEL: SIMULTANEOUS BEHAVIOR

For simplicity, assume two adversarial countries denoted by i and j with each having
a potential ally. Identical individuals in each country have preferences over con-

1 Intriligator (1967), Murdoch and Sandler (1984) and Sandler and Forbes (1980) are examples of
works which have made a distinction between weapon systems or strategies.
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sumption bundles available over a two period time horizon. At the start of the world,
each country i is endowed with k' of a resource which can be transformed into output,
/ , through a strictly concave production function, f. There are three alternative
uses for this output: (1) it can be consumed, the amount of which we denote by C;,
(2) used to "self-protect" against a possible attack by an adversary, the amount of
which is denoted by Mh or (3) employed primarily in reducing the loss of the resource,
k\ if the adversary attacks, denoted by St. This constraint is represented by the
following equation,

/ ' (* ' ) = C, + Mt + St (1)

It should be noted that we could interpret 5, as a ballistic missile defence system or
some other antiballistic missile system (ABMs) and Mt as offensive weapons such as
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) or antisatellite weapons (ASAT).

We assume two states of nature: "attack" or "no-attack" by the opponent,
although as will be discussed later this assumption can be modified to allow for more
states. We denote the probability of the state when the opponent attacks by 7t,-.
Country i can influence this likelihood of attack by investing in national security mh

where:

mi = Mi — auMj + bikMk (2)

In the model, the coefficient, ay, is viewed as a measure of the degree of spillover
embodied in the armament of the opponent. For example, ay may represent the
fraction of the adversary's offensive weapons capable of inflicting damage on Country
i. Another interpretation would be if we let M, denote missiles, then ay represents
the fraction of the opponent's missiles, MJt which destroy Country i's missile stock.
A country can reduce this fraction by allocating more resources to Sh but at a
diminishing rate, i.e.,

aiJ = aij(Si) (3)

with da,j/dSi < 0, d2ay/dS? > 0.
Likewise, we assume Country k is an ally of Country i and therefore some fraction,

bik, of its offensive weapons, Mk, spills over and provides some security to Country i.
From the perspective of Country i, bik is outside of its control and therefore is
exogenous. National security is therefore the sum of own production of offensive
capability, Mh minus some fraction of the opponent's capability plus some fraction
of that of allies which spills over.2

We assume a country's military capabilty, m; influences the probability of an attack
or more formally:

nt = n,(mi) (4)

with
dnt d27r;

dm,- dm,-

that is, national security decreases the probability of an attack but at a decreasing rate.

2 We could more generally have Country i's national security, mi = mi(Mt, Mj, Mk) with mi/ Mi > 0,
mi/ Mj < 0, mi/Mk > 0. The linear form for national security follows that of Seiglie (1988, 1992).

Bruce (1990) adopts a similar approach.
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We assume that the resource endowment of each country does not depreciate, so
that if an attack does not occur the country can consume during the second period
the output produced using this endowment. On the other hand, if the country is
attacked it loses with certainty (1 — a) of the initial endowment and therefore can
consume the output produced from the remaining akl of endowment. Furthermore,
the country can reduce the amount of loss resulting from war, but at a diminishing
rate, by investing in Sh i.e.,

«£ = ««($) (5)

with

> 0 ^ < 0
dS; dSf

We first develop the problem faced by a country when the choice of M; and S; are
chosen and revealed simultaneously to both countries. The country's problem is
therefore viewed as a Cournot-Nash game in M and S. The objective for the
representative individual in Country i is to maximize expected utility which is
composed of utility derived from present consumption and from future consumption
in two possible states of nature, namely either when war erupts or when it doesn't.
Formally it can be stated as:

MaxL' = E[l/((Cj, q + 1 )] = Ut(f(kf) - M, - St) + n.W^pl

+ 0 " . ) (•)

where p' is the rate of time preference and U is assumed to be continuous, strictly
concave and twice differentiable.3 (In what follows a variable without a country
subscript or superscript is assumed to pertain to Country i).

Letting (') denote a first derivative, the first order conditions for an interior
optimum are:

3 There is a more general way of viewing the resource allocation problem for a country. It may allocate
its resources to : (1) consume, (2) deter against an attack by an adversary, (3) protect against a loss of
resources if the adversary attacks and finally, (4) attack the adversary to confiscate the adversary's
resources or to preempt (2) or (3). Although not explicit, option (4) is implicit in the model if we view
πi as the net probability of an attack, i.e., the probability Country j attacks successfully net of that of
Country i attacking j . If interpreted this way, then αi is not bounded by the open interval (0,1), i.e.,
Country i loses some resources, but by (0,2) which implies that when α iε(1,2), Country i has
conquered some fraction of Country j's resources.

An alternative formulation suggested by a referee is to make it explicit by adding to equation (6) the
following terms:

where πj is the probability that i will attack; and be successful and therefore receives (1 - αj)kJ of j's
resources and (1 — πj) is the probability of an unsuccessful attack yielding no gain in the second period.
Similarly, terms with (1 — αi)ki should be entered into j's utility function.
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= nsi : f l(C i) = U (8)
1 + pl

where aj = da,/dS;, nMi = S^/dM,- and nSi = d
Utility maximization requires setting the marginal benefit of purchasing an

additional unit of the offensive system (which is the expected discounted gain in
utility as a result of reducing the likelihood of war as M, increases) to the marginal
cost (the foregone utility from reducing consumption). The second condition requires
that the expected gain in utility (discounted) from investing in S be equal to the loss
of utility from foregoing consumption in the first period. This expected utility gain
is comprised of two components. First, the increase in the capital stock from investing
in S (aft1) times the additional production resulting from this (/') when consumed yields
an expected marginal utility (discounted to the first period) of 7r,L/;[/'fc'aJ]/(l 4- p').
Second, the gain from decreasing aVj (increasing the number of surviving missiles)
and therefore lowering the probability of an attack by nSi raises expected utility by
nsiLUiifia^)) - C/i(/(k'))]/(l + p'). Notice that the assumption that a country
loses (1 — a) of its resources during war implies that the level of utility when no war
occurs is greater than that when war erupts.

Equating equations (7) and (8) we get that the marginal benefits from investing in
the deterrence-providing system should be equal to that of the second, the damage-
limiting system:

The country allocates military expenditures between the two types of systems, M
and S, up to the point where the marginal benefits of each are equalized.

III. COMPARATIVE STATICS

We now explore what happens to the equilibrium values of the offensive and defensive
systems as parameters of the model change. To do so we totally differentiate equations
(7) and (8) with respect to the relevant variables. In matrix notation, this can be
written as:

LMM LMS I I Uivii I _ I L,MMj

.LSM Lss J|_dS; J L-̂ sMj

dk'

(10)

da.

where letting superscript, w, denote the allocation after war, i.e., [/(aj/c1)] and o,
when no war occurs, [/(&')] a nd dropping the subscript and superscript denoting
the country and time period respectively, we get that

LMM = {U" + (U™ - U')nuutt/(l + p')} (10a)

Lss = {U" + \_(UW - U°)7iSiSi + U'f-k(2nSi<xs + nccss)

+ nU"(f'knas)
2y(l+pi)} (10b)

- U°)nSiMi + nmU'f'kcts]/(l + p')} < 0 (10c)
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where nMiMj = 82ni/8Mj 8Mh nSiMj = 82ni/8MJ 8Sh nMJ = dnJdMj, as = d
^MiMt = 82n-lpM2, nSiMi = d^/dMi 8St, nm = SnJSMi, U' = dUw/8f, etc. The second-
order conditions required for a maximum are that LMM and L s s both be negative
and that D = LMMLSS - LSMLMS > 0. (See the mathematical appendix for a definition
and signs of the other elements of the Jacobian).

Using Cramer's rule we derive the slope of the reaction function for Country i for
the Cournot-Nash game in offensive weapons:

- - (11)

As shown in the Appendix, nMiMj is negative, i.e., the marginal productivity of
offensive weapons in reducing the probability of an attack, |7iMj|, is increased by an
increase in the offensive capability of the opponent. Likewise, nsiMj is negative, i.e.,
the marginal productivity of defensive weapons in reducing the likelihood of an attack
is increasing in the opponent's level of offensive weapons. It should be emphasized
that the above two results does not imply that as the adversary acquires more offensive
weapons the probability of an attack falls, but instead that the value of the marginal
weapon to Country i rises. Finally, nslMi is positive implying that offensive and
defensive systems are substitutes in producing deterrence. By solving for the
numerator by substituting the elements of the Jacobian, a sufficient condition,
although not necessary for the reaction function to be positively sloped is for

"•MJ ^ v ̂  — <~> .
We next explore how changes in the stock of resources, k, technological innovations

which directly reduce the probability of an attack, nh and those which increase the
proportion of the capital stock which survives, aif and the degree of alliance spillover,
blk, shift the reaction functions and assuming these are positively sloped for both
countries how they would affect the Cournot-Nash equilibrium levels of Mt and Sr

First of all, an increase in k' has the following effects on Mt and S,-:

-us) ( 1 2 )

dk' D

*Ai=JLskLMM-LMkLSM) ( i 3 )

The effect of an increase in a nation's resources on both M and 5 is ambiguous.
The reason for the ambiguity can be seen by looking at the elements of the numerator
of either equations (12) or (13). Although a nation would want to protect the greater
amount of resources available, the increase in resources has two effects which dampen
this. The fact that both / " and U" are less than zero means respectively that the
additional output produced by an increase in k is both diminishing and being valued
less highly by the representative individual than previously produced units. A sufficient
condition for expenditures on the offensive system to be rising in wealth, k, is for

P')] < {LW + F)*k + I];ta5/(1 + p1)} (14)

where R = —U"/U' is the measure of absolute risk aversion and F = —f"/f is a
measure of the extent of the law of diminishing returns. It is interesting to note that
if this condition holds then dSj/d/c,- < 0, i.e., the demand for the system which provides
greater protection from a countervalue attack is reduced as the resources of a country
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increases. To summarize, if the sufficient condition holds the arms acquisition process
works in opposite directions as a country's income grows: expenditures on offensive
systems rise and on defensive systems fall.

We can similarly solve for the effect that technological change which decreases the
probability of an attack (a parametric decrease in re,) has on both Mt and S;:

{LMniLss - LSniLMS)
J 5

D

j .. .1 . . . \

>0 (16)
(LSniLMM — LMniLSM)

dft; D

Therefore, technological innovations which lower the probability of an attack
(without affecting the marginal probability) leads to a decrease in defensive weapon
systems, yet to an increase in offensive weapon systems. The intuition behind this
result lies in the fact that as the probability of an attack falls there is a substitution
away from the defensive to the offensive system since the value of the latter lies in
its deterrence, while the former serves this function to a much lesser extent by reducing
damage from counterforce attacks, i.e., by reducing atj (as well as by reducing damage
from countervalue attacks, by increasing a).

As for innovations which increase the fraction of resources which survive an attack,
a, the effects for a parametric shift are:

dM ; {LMaiiLss- LSaiiLMS)

dee, D

dSj (LSxiLMM — LMxiLSM)
(18)

dot,- D

It is interesting to note that in this case the signs are ambiguous. Again the ambiguity
arises from the fact that although the innovation increases the surviving wealth (at
the initial allocations of M and S) and therefore, we would expect a substitution
away from military spending and towards consumption, this additional wealth is
now being marginally valued less (the terms in the numerator which include U").
Therefore, it is possible that defensive systems like SDI, President Bush's proposed
GPALS (global protection against limited strikes) or ATM (anti-tactical missiles
such as the Patriot missile) lead to escalations in the military expenditures of both
countries since the reaction function of the innovating country may shift to the right
leading to greater expenditures by both (assuming positively sloped and stable
reaction functions for both countries).

Finally, the effects of an increase in the spillover from an ally's offensive system
follows:

(LMbikLss — LSbikLMS)

K'-'SMk'-'MM

dbik D
(20)

Since the increase in spillover results from Mk which is presumably a substitute for
Mj, the effectiveness on the margin of Mt in reducing the probability of an attack,
|7tMl|, is reduced, i.e., nMibik is positive (see the appendix). Likewise, nsm is positive
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as a result of the substitutability between M and S, i.e., the ally's offensive systems
reduce the impact that own defensive systems have on reducing the probability of an
attack at the margin. Therefore, unlike some studies (e.g., Olson and Zeckhauser,
1966) which show that increases in the degree of alliance spillovers (or what is
equivalent in this model, an increase in an ally's offensive system) results in free
riding and a reduction in own military expenditures this model finds that the effect
is ambiguous. This result is consistent with that of Murdoch and Sandier (1984) who
using a different approach found that complementarity between weapon systems
reduces free riding.

IV. AN EXTENSION: A TWO-STAGE VERSION

The problem for the country is now assumed to be solved in two stages. In the first
stage, the country choose S, (research and development and deployment of a strategic
defence system or improved civil defence) and the choice is revealed to its adversary.
In the second stage, the country chooses M;. Conversely, we could have the country
first deciding on the level of offensive weapons and then deciding on an antiballistic
missile system. We will view the problem as being approached in the former manner.
In addition, for simplicity au is now viewed as a parameter, unlike in the previous
model where the country could reduce its value by increasing S. Therefore, assuming
the first stage is solved, i.e., assuming S; and S,- have been chosen, the country's
second stage problem is a Nash subgame in M:

Max p' = U,(a,, C\+1)= l/,(/(fc') - M, - S,)

/>') (21)

Continuing to let superscript, w, denote the allocation after war, o, when no war
occurs and no superscript in the first period, the first and second order conditions
necessary for a maximum are respectively:

))] ( 2 2 )

1 + p'

l/r + aW.^^O (23)

(Note that we now indicate a country's probability of being attacked by nl and
continue to use subscripts to indicate derivatives).

Assuming that Country; possesses a symmetric payoff function P', then maximiz-
ation of it leads to similar first and second order conditions:

v . m = 0 ( 2 2 , }

<0 (23')
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Furthermore, we impose the condition that

82Pi/dMf 82Pi/8Mi 81\

82P}/8Mj 8Mt 82P3/8Mj

^MiMii^i ~ Vi" ) /(1 + y ) "MiMj\^ i ^ i. fl Vx ' y ) 0(0d\

i (Uj - Uj)/(! + P1) Uj + nMjMj(Uj - Uj)/{1 + pJ)

If the first and second order conditions for the second stage subgame holds globally,
along with that of (24), then the uniqueness of equilibrium follows from applying the
Gale-Nikaido univalence theorem (Friedman, 1990).

Totally differentiating (22) we derive the slope of the reaction function for Country i,

-T7J = -l^MiMj(Ui ~ t/f )/(l + PU/lUi + nMiMjWi - Uoi)/(1 + p ' ) j (25)
aMj

which is positive and symmetrically for Country j .

A DIGRESSION

Let us suppose that this subgame is in fact a proper characterization of an arms
rivalry, i.e., countries' defensive systems are in place and cannot be adjusted. In this
case, (22) is the reaction function in implicit form for this game where countries
simultaneously choose only M, given S. It is instructive to compare the comparative
statics of this problem with those of the previous section. It shows that the ambiguity
of some of the results of the former model, namely, those pertaining to alliance
behavior and response to innovations in defensive systems derives from countries
having multiple weapon systems. Once we restrict the choice to only the offensive
system we get: (1) the Olson-Zeckhauser result of free-riding and, (2) we get that
innovations in the defensive system leads to a reduction in the procurement of offensive
systems for both adversarial nations.

By totally differentiating (22) and (22') we can explore the effects that changes in
k\ atJ, bik, nt and St have on the Nash equilibrium level of military expenditures, Mh

MIMI

•-[

[

dal7

dfc'
pi
rMiaij
pi
rMjaij

pi
rMiaij
0

pi i
rMik

pi i

pi

0

pi

nj
A/jjti

pi
rMini

0

pi

PMiSi

pi

0

pi -\
rMibik

PJMibik-i

P'Mibik

o J

dsi

"da,,-"

dk'

dn

(26)

(26')
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Now the effects of an increase in the capital stock of Country i on the Nash
equilibrium (i.e., already taking into effect Country j's reaction) is

+ p1)) - win)

D*

which is positive if (ai[/J
M' — 11'°) is less than zero. This result holds symmetrically

for Country j . Therefore, an increase in real income does not necessarily lead to an
increase in the military expenditures of both countries.

Next, since we have now assumed ay is exogenous we derive the effects of an
increase in agression by Country j towards i:

[nl • • • ( I / * — U"), L w ..M M

d^j = ~D*

(28)

Since nMiaiJ is negative, increases in the extent of the adversary's spillover or in the
"coefficient of aggression" increases the Nash equilibrium level of offensive weapons.

Under the assumption that the damage-limiting systems are sunk increases in the
extent of the spillins from an ally's expenditures decrease own expenditures:

< 0
dbik D*

(29)

Therefore, assuming defensive systems have been deployed and cannot be adjusted
we get that Country i free rides off an increase in the degree of "publicness" or what
is equivalent in this model, an increase in the expenditures of an ally. Therefore, it
is the ability to adjust the levels of the defensive system which reduces or eliminates
free riding in alliances.

Finally, let us explore the effects of technological progress in three areas, namely
(1) progress that reduces the probability of attack, ui through parametric reductions
in n, i.e., without affecting the marginal productivity of Mt in reducing the probability
of an attack; (2) progress that reduces the probability of an attack by increasing the
marginal productivity of Mh \nm\; and (3) that which reduces the damage inflicted
by an opponent in an attack, i.e., which increase, St. The results follow:

^ 0 (30)

dM,. _ l(U? - !/?)/(! + p'mUiijMj + nJMjMj(U7 ~ U'jVU + PJ)1

D*

. Q

< 0 ( 3 2 )

It is interesting to note that what may be characterized as technological progress
which reduces the probability of an attack without affecting the marginal probability
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has no effect on expenditures. The intuition behind this result is that since the level
of S is fixed and since parametric shifts in n implies that the marginal probability is
not altered by changes in M there is no marginal benefit from changing the level of
deterrence previously chosen. Whereas if technological progress is of the type which
increases the marginal productivity of M, in producing deterrence, i.e., it decreases
nMi (increases in absolute value), then this type of progress unambiguously increases
the military expenditures of both nations. Finally, (32) indicates that progress which
reduces the damage from a countervalue attack reduces expenditures. An example
of the former type of technological progress would include hardened silos (reducing
damage from a counterforce attack) and of the latter, improved civil defence (reducing
the damage from a countervalue attack). An antiballistic missile system as envisioned
in the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) or anti-tactical missiles like the Patriot would
possess characteristics of both (which was the function S had in the previous section's
model). In summary, altering the assumptions underlying the previous model so that
the defensive system's sole function is to limit damage from a countervalue attack
(i.e., atj is not a function of St) and assuming S; and Sj are sunk, the simultaneous
game in offensive systems leads to the following results: (a) the wealth effect is
ambiguous; (b) an increase in aggression leads to an increase in offensive weapons;
(c) there is free riding off an increase in an ally's offensive systems expenditures or
spillovers; (d) technical innovations in offensive systems expand the acquisition of
these by both nations and; (e) technical innovations in defensive systems reduce the
demand for offensive systems by both nations.

PERFECT EQUILIBRIUM

Let us now go back to the initial two-stage problem. Given the previous assumptions
ensuring uniqueness of equilibrium in the subgame in M and taking into consideration
the results from (32), a perfect equilibrium requires that each country is maximizing
utility with respect to the defense system, S,, given the level chosen by its adversary.
Having solved (21) we now have M( and M} as functions of St and Sj. The problem
is therefore,

Max EW] = U, (f(k') - M,{S,, Sj) - St)
s,

b,tMt) y
(33)

The first order condition for this problem is that

U't(Mst + 1) - [ n U M k - atJM{t)(Ur - U°t) + 7t£t/r/I«;fc']/(l + p') = 0 (34)

or

U't ~ <(M'Si - atjMit)(Ur - U1)/(l + p') = nWrfMk'/il + pl) - V[MSi, (34')

where M'Si denotes the partial derivative of Mt with respect to S, which we know
from (32) to be negative. An interpretation of (34') is that the discounted marginal
cost of investing in 5 (which is given by the left hand side of the equation) should
be equal to the discounted marginal benefit (right hand side). The marginal cost is
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the forgone utility from investing in S instead of having consumed the unit, U\ plus
an indirect cost interpreted as follows: the increase in S reduces M for both countries
by (32), with the net effect on m( being M'Si — auM

]
Si which when multiplied by the

marginal productivity of ml in reducing the probability of war n'Mi, results in an
expected loss of utility of ni

Mi{M\ii - a^M^^Y - U 1)1(1 + pl) if there is an attack.
The indirect marginal benefit derives from the reduction in M as S is increased which
permits an increase in consumption in the first period yielding marginal benefits in
absolute value of L/JMsr. The second term is the discounted expected marginal utility
accruing from the increase in the portion of wealth which survives an attack, ccjfc*:

If the analogous conditions to (23) and (24) hold, then there exists a unique
subgame perfect equilibrium. The comparative statics emerging from this optimization
as well as those when the stages of the game are inverted (the first stage problem is
to choose Mi and the second stage St), could be similarly derived.

V. SUMMARY

The paper develops a model of the intertemporal allocation of consumption for a
representative individual. In it, the role played by national security is in protecting
future levels of income from an attack by an adversary and not introduced as an
explicit argument in an individual's utility function as has been customary. Further-
more, the model disaggregates expenditures on weapons into two types: (a) those
whose primary function is in reducing the probability of an attack and, (b) those
whose function is in protecting the endowment of resources which survive an attack.
This functional distinction is developed in order to address some of the issues raised
during the past years regarding the effects that the deployment of defensive systems
have on arms races between "potential" adversaries. These systems may be as
sophisticated as SDI or much less complex and more likely to be widely adopted as
are anti-tactical missiles such as the Patriot.

Comparative static analysis of the model yield a series of results. First, technological
innovations in weapon systems which have the primary function of reducing the
probability of an attack lead to increases in the expenditure levels of the innovating
country for offensive weapons but to decreases in expenditures on defensive systems.
On the other hand, technological innovations which reduce the damage from a
countervalue attack have an ambiguous effect. It also reaffirmed the results of
Murdoch and Sandier (1984) that the introduction of multiple weapon systems have
the effect of reducing or eliminating free riding in alliances. Furthermore, under
certain restrictions increases in a nation's wealth increases military expenditures.
Finally, the problem was modelled instead as a two-stage game and an overview of
the approach to solving it was presented.
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APPENDIX

The elements of the Jacobian with their respective signs are as follows:

W ( 1 + P1)] U'f'} > 0 (2A)
(3A)

P i )<0 (4A)

btk < 0 (5A)

LSMJ = {^nSiMj + nMjU'f'kas/(l + p')} > 0 (6A)

Lsk = {R + [(a - l)nsi + nas - Rn«f'kxs - F7cafcas]/(1 + P')}U'f' g 0 (7A)

LSni^(U'f'kas)/{\ + p')>0 (8A)

LSxi = {lnSi - Rnf'kas - Frekas]l//'fc/(l + p')} < 0 (9A)

Lstik = ^sibik + (U'f'kasnbik)/(1 + pl) < 0 (10A)

where \jj = (Uw - £/")/( 1 + p') < 0, R = -U"/U' is the measure of absolute risk
aversion and F = —/"/ / ' ' s a measure of the extent of the law of diminishing returns.
Both these measures are positive in sign.

Since m; = M; — a^iS^Mj + bikMk and nt = 7r,(m;) then

nMi = dnJdMt = [dnjdm^dmjdMt) = (dnjdm,) < 0 (11A)

nSi = dnJdSi = (dnJdm^dmJdSi) = -{dnJdm^i&a-JdSi) < 0 (12A)

since da,7/dS; < 0.
d/db (d b^) = (dn,/dm,)Mk < 0 (13A)

Similar results hold for the cross-partial derivatives:

nMiMj = 327t,/5Af,M, = - (d2n,/dmf)atJ < 0 (14A)

7tSiMi = ~ (527c,/5mf)(day/dS,) > 0 (15A)

nsutj = (527ri/5rn?)(da0./dSi)a;j. < 0 (16A)

nbaMt = (d2nt/8mf)Mk>0 (17A)

nwst = -(82ni/8mf)Mk(daij/dSi)Mj > 0 (18A)

given (3), (4) and (5).


